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Mexican riddles in spanish with answers

Aside from exercising your brain and contributing to your critical thinking, puzzles can help you learn a new vocabulary and keep it longer in your mind. They also make you think in Spanish, which is key in the process of acquiring a language. In my previous post, you learned very common sayings to impart wisdom around the world. Now,
I'll bring you some funny riddles only an avid Spanish speaker will understand. Are you ready to put your reading skills to the test? Try to guess the answers before you look at them at the bottom of the page! The photo is taken from Pixabay. 1- desde el lunes hasta el viernes soy la altima en llegar. El Sabado soy la primer y el Domingo
desnsar. Literal translation: Monday to Friday I am the last person to arrive. On Saturday I am the first, and on Sunday I rest. Want a hint? The names of the first five days of the week end in Spanish, except for the last two, where the same letter appears at the beginning or does not appear at all. 2- Kue tiene principio, feather not tiene fin?
Literal translation: What has a beginning, but no end? Want a hint? There is a sequence of things that can be counted indefinitely. 3- Si me nombras, desaparezco. Kwin soy? Literal translation: You say my name, I disappear. Who am I? Want a hint? Just think of one thing that goes away every time you say something. 4- Dentro de Una
Vaina estoy y neither espada nor sob soi. Literal translation: Inside the shell I lie, but I am not a sword and not a sable. Want a hint? In Spanish, vaina (shell) can also be a dense container, whether man-made or natural. 5- si yo-te-miro, tha i ves y todo lo que te digo, te lo digo al rev's. Literal translation: If I see you, you see me, and all I
tell you is I do it backwards. Want a hint? A useful thing found in many toilets. 6- en el campo me cre cubierta de verdes lasos y la que llora por mes la que me hace pedazos. Literal translation: I was raised on a field covered with green bows, and the one who cries for me is the one that rips me apart. Want a hint? Interestingly, tearing
apart is ultimately a very suitable key to solving this riddle. 7- Soya Blanco Como el Papel y fr'gil como el cristal; todos me pueden abrir, per ninguno me puede cerrar. Literal translation: I am white as paper and brittle as glass; everyone can open me, but no one can shut me down. Want a hint? Think of a special container with gold,
delicate contents. 8- Cuel es la Mitad de Uno? Want a hint: What is half one? Want a hint? Please note that the word uno in Spanish can be translated into both one and oneself. 9- Blanca por dentro, verde por fuera. Si quieres que te lo diga, espera. Literal translation: White on the inside, green on the outside. If you want me to tell you,
just wait. Want If you know how to properly divide Spanish words into syllables, try doing so with this riddle. 10- Redondito y Rojo es. Nunca Tom Cafe, pen siempre volume ts. Literal translation: It's round and red. It's This. drinks coffee, always drinks tea. Want a hint? The key to answering this question is the opposite of the previous
riddle. Join the syllables together to find the answer! How did you do that? Find out if your guesses were correct. 1- La letra s (letter s) 2- Los Nemeros (numbers) 3- El silencio (silence) 4- El guisante (peas) 5- El espejo (mirror) 6- La cebolla (onion) 7- El huevo (egg) 8- El ombligo (navel) 9- La Pera (pear) 10- El tomate (tomato) Ready to
learn more practical Spanish with us? Try transparent language online for free for 14 days! The box is without loops, key or lid, but the golden treasure inside is hidden. What's the answer? Egg! Liked? We have even more delicious, food riddles for your entertainment and educational pleasure. Unlike this riddle, they are all in (you guessed
it) Spanish. Riddles are quite complex in English. Take the puzzle and put it in Spanish and it's even harder. Now you're fighting your brain in a language that's not your first language. But believe me, you can do it! Solving problems in Spanish will enhance general critical thinking when it comes to language. This will teach your brain to be
flexible and draw creative connections between Spanish words. All this hard brain work will make Spanish words stick in long-term storage of your mind like chewing gum. Soon you will be able to impress all your friends with these fun brain teasers. Lest I mess up the riddles, all the answers are at the bottom of the page. How much can
you decide without looking? Riddles can make for complex brain teasers in any language. You have to think outside the box, read between the lines and pass by the literal meaning of the riddle. Take the example from the egg on top. Obviously the egg is not a box, but when it cracks it kind of looks like a box with an open lid. Like a box,
she keeps something inside it. Don't worry, I'm not going to leave you to wolves with a bunch of terrible Spanish riddles that will run through your brain when you sleep in your bed at night. I'll translate each puzzle into English (which may or may not really help) and I'll give you helpful advice on how to solve each puzzle as well. But first:
Want more fun with genuine content like this? Do you like learning Spanish with video and games as a method that you can really enjoy? Check out FluentU! FluentU takes real videos like music videos, movie trailers, news and inspirational conversations, and turns them into personalized language learning lessons. Other sites use
scripted content. FluentU uses a natural approach that will help you ease into Spanish and culture over time. You will learn Spanish as it is actually spoken by real people. FluentU has as wide a range of video themes as football, TV shows, business, movies and even magical realism as you can Here: FluentU brings native video within
reach with interactive transcripts. You can click on any word to watch it instantly. Everyone There are examples that have been written to help you understand how the word is used. If you see an interesting word you don't know, you can add it to the vocab list. Browse the full interactive transcript under the Dialogue tab and find the words
and phrases listed under Vocab. Find out the full vocabulary in any video with a reliable FluentU training engine. Swipe left or right to see more examples of the word you're on. The best part is that FluentU tracks the vocabulary you're studying, and it recommends examples and videos based on words you've already learned. Each student
has a truly personalized experience, even if they are learning the same video. Start using FluentU on the website using your computer or tablet or, better yet, download the FluentU app from the iTunes store or Google Play for iOS and Android devices. Ready? Let's do it! The riddle #1 Negra por dentro, (black on the inside,) negra por
fuera, (black outside,) es mi coraz'n (my heart) negra madera. (black wood.) This is a big puzzle starter because it translates quite smoothly into English. Remember, we're talking about food. Cut this riddle down the line. All the answers are at the bottom, but you don't dare look back yet! You can solve this problem. Write down your guess
and check with my answers as soon as you finish all the puzzles. Mystery #2 ave me llaman veces (sometimes they call me a bird) y llana mi condici'n. (and that's obvious why.) In this case, English didn't help us much at all. Take a closer look at this riddle. Do you see how ll repeated several times? This is the key that your answer has ll
in it. I'm not going to help you anymore, or I'm going to ruin the fun on this. The enigma #3 Tengo Algo en mi mano. (I have something in my hand.) Ano-no-es. (It's not gold.) Fee but es. (It's not silver.) Cue es? (What is it?) Spoiler alert, it's not bronze. The answer is in the riddle. In Spanish there are many words that are similar to each
other and sound the same, but have completely different meanings. The answer is literally written in a riddle. Start combining and pulling apart words to see if it makes another word in Spanish. The riddle #4 Una cajita chiquita, (Little box,) Blanca Como la Cal: (as white as plaster:) todos la saben abrir, (everyone knows how to open it),
nadie la sabe cerrar. (No one knows how to close it.) I'm not going to give you any hints on this. I mean, I actually already gave you an idea of this if you paid close attention. Unlike some others, the answer is not written in the riddle. Think outside the box, the pun is definitely designed. The enigma #5 Frios, muy freos estamos (cold, we
are very cold) y con nuestros sabores (and with our los nino animamos. (we excite children.) As a mystery #4, there is no real clue to cracking this. Just take a look at the tips and read it in English. It's a great big big riddle, which works in several languages, because it does not depend on a specific grammatical or folk cue. The enigma #6
Cuanto m's caliente, (the hotter it is), m's fresco y crujiente. (the fresher and crisper it is.) This is a great example of a word with a double meaning. A mural in Spanish can mean fresh or crispy. In this case, crispy usually refers to the weather (crispy air). The mural is usually used to describe if the air is a little brisk or cooler. So, in Spanish,
this riddle plays on the juxtaposition between caliente (hot) and fresco (crispy). But that's where the hint lies. The riddle #7 Blanca por dentro, (White on the inside,) verde por fuera. (green on the outside.) Si quieres que te lo diga, (If you like, I'll tell you what it is), espera. (Wait.) This riddle may seem like it's something missing because it
tells you to wait at the end, but it's not. Everything you need is right in front of you. As a riddle #3, try playing around with different words. Really dig deep, this one is sneaky. Once you find it, if you're like me, you'll feel very victorious and smart. It's great to say native speakers, it's just that sneaky! The enigma of #8 La mujer del quesero,
(wife of a cheesemaker,) Cue ser? (Who is she?) This may be my favorite puzzle because there are several ways to solve it. The first hint is that remember that the gender is different in Spanish. The second hint that I repeat: put the words together and pull the words apart. I also really happen to be the subject of this particular riddle (raw
work), so maybe that's why it's my favorite. The riddle #9 No volume of ts, no volume of cafes, (He drinks no tea, no coffee,) at the aesthete of Colorado, (and it's colored,) pennies: Kwion es? (Tell me: who is it?) This puzzle almost doubles as a twister language with all the T noises in this first line. In fact, why don't you read it aloud as the
language of the twister? Read it as fast as you can. Faster. Faster. Do you hear the answer now? The riddle #10 Tengo cabeza redonda, (I have a round head,) sin nariz, ojos ni frente, (no nose, eye or forehead,) y mi cuerpo se compone (and my body is done) tan salo de blancos dientes. (only from white teeth.) This is another puzzle
that works well in English and Spanish. You can get your friends to scratch their heads in two languages with this. What is a fruit made entirely of white teeth? That sounds dangerous to me. It helps to know that diente in Spanish usually refers to one small unit of the mysterious fruit in question. Your Spanish Riddle Answers Aceituna
(Olive) Avellana (Hazelnut) Flatano (Plantain / Banana) Huevo (Egg) Helado (Ice Cream) Pan (Bread) Pera (Pear) Keser (Cheese Dish or Cheesemaker) Tomate (Tomato) Ajo (Garlick) Long and short training with Spanish riddles I'm not very good Enjoy yourself and exercise your brain. Nwo Nwo You looked at the answers, let's talk
about how we got to some answers. 2. Avellana - The Riddle uses the words ave and llana, which are two words found embedded in the Avellan. 3. Plutano - Bananas have nothing to do with gold or silver. But when you combine the word board and no, you get a banana. Who would have thought? 7. Pera - Espera, as I mentioned above,
means to wait. But es pera means it's a pear. Told you it was mean. 8. Kesera - wife quesero naturally will quesera. Another way to solve this riddle is like a pear riddle. Does kwe Sere mean what it is? (or in this context, who is she?) but it's also your answer when pitched together like quesera. 9. Tomate - Like others, you reach this
answer by throwing two words together. Tom ts, when smushed in one word, leads you to a tomate. 10. Ajo - In Spanish, dientes de ajo (literally, garlic teeth) is a way to say cloves of garlic. Now you have a better understanding of how Spanish riddles are often put together. Go in search of other mysteries and their answers. Keep your
brain at work (and play) and your Spanish will improve faster than ever before! And one more thing ... If you enjoy learning colorful, memorable Spanish lessons like these, then you will love FluentU. FluentU takes real videos like music videos, commercials, news, and inspiring conversations and turns them into a Spanish learning
experience. Other sites use scripted content. FluentU uses a natural approach that will help you ease into Spanish and culture over time. You will learn Spanish as it is actually spoken by real people. FluentU has a wide range of video themes like football, TV shows, business, movies and even magical realism, as you can see here:
FluentU brings native video within reach with interactive transcripts. You can click on any word to watch it instantly. Each definition has examples that have been written to help you understand how the word is used. If you see an interesting word you don't know, you can add it to the vocab list. Explore the entire vocabulary in any fluentU
study video. Swipe left or right to see more examples of the word you're on. The best part is that FluentU tracks the vocabulary you're studying, and it recommends examples and videos based on words you've already learned. Each student has a truly personalized experience, even if they are learning the same video. Start using FluentU
on the website using your computer or tablet or, better yet, download the FluentU app from the iTunes store or get it on Google Play for Android Devices. If you liked this post, something tells me that you will love FluentU, the best way to learn Spanish with real videos. Spanish experience Online! Online! Online!
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